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Attempted return to politics
With nothing to do, Fonck returned to France and worked on
launching himself into business. He was noted in the American
press as being employed by an aeronautical consortium as a
fundraiser in order to build a floating island in the Atlantic,
where hydroplanes can refuel and maintain a regular link
between Europe and America1. In 1929 his private life took a
turn when he met the actress Mathilde Silvestre, whose stage
name was Irène Brillant. Moving into her Parisian home at 3,
rue du Cirque, near the Elysée Palace, his companion would
gain him access to a whole world of social gatherings – the
press of the time published several articles announcing the
presence of Irène Brillant at the première of such and such
a play, accompanied by the ace of aces René Fonck. She
described him in his private life as a passionate reader, eager
to instruct himself in all areas with a weakness for Napoleonic
history. On the evenings when we didn’t go out, I liked to stay
at home relaxing. But he always wanted to meet people, so he
would go for a walk up the Champs Elysées. He would always
meet someone he knew …2
But he remained interested in politics and actively tried to
rekindle his mandate as deputy. At the beginning of 1932 he
asked the Radical-Socialist party for a nomination for a ward
in the Oise. But it was badly received by the local dignitaries
of the party who, doubting his Radical beliefs, choose another
candidate. He presented himself finally in the 4th ward of

the department of the Seine (Paris) and took part in the first
round of voting on 1 May 1932 in the form of voting for a single
person only over two rounds. Under the label ‘Republican
concentration’ (centre-right), he took nearly 15% of the vote,
in 3rd place behind the Conservative Right candidate (32%)
and the SFIO candidate (21%). He left the party, standing down
before the second round. He would try his luck however, a year
later, during a partial legislative in the Meuse, where he would
not have much success despite his position in the Radical party
where he was a member of the commission for air defence.
Unsuccessful in politics, he then took steps to get closer to the
Air Force and to resume the exercise of his periods of reserve,
firstly with a few hours of flying in 1931 then more seriously in
1933 when he spent nearly three weeks re-training in flying at
Tours on a Nieuport 62 fighter in which he logged 9h 50min.
In the same year, he acquired the Château des Censes near his
native village of Saucy-sur-Meurthe, with 29 hectares of land,
where his sister Yvonne and her husband Raymond Panin
would lodge. Continuing his periods of reserve in 1934, when
he took a training course in aerial firing at Cazaux, Fonck was
promoted to the rank of Reserve Commander in June 1935
and, in September, Air Minister Victor Denain entrusted
him with a liaison mission between the general inspectorate
of fighter aircraft and the test centres, during the course of
which he would compile an appraisal on aerial defence. He
indicated in it the notable lack of aerial firing instruction
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